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In a time of great uncertainty in higher education, one thing is certain--there has never been a better time to highlight your scholarly accomplishments. Fortunately, Health Sciences Research Commons is here to help! Whether you need to archive a poster PDF from a canceled/virtual conference, want to disseminate a preprint of an upcoming Covid-19 publication, have a student looking to archive a capstone project, or need to gather media mentions about your recent peer-reviewed article, the Himmelfarb Library Scholarly Communications group can assist you with using the institutional repository to highlight your achievements as a researcher.

Over the past year, the Himmelfarb Library has continued its work to collect and archive citations for all peer-reviewed publications from faculty members in the School of Medicine and Health Sciences, the Milken Institute School of Public Health, and the School of Nursing. Want to see what we have? Simply search for your name here and let us know if there are any items we might be missing! Archived items include PlumX and Altmetrics information to let you know where your research is being mentioned. We have also continued our work to document and track publications for both residents and students as well as to archive copies of capstone projects, culminating experiences, and dissertations. Project links can be used on CVs and Resumes to help students move forward in their careers. Lastly, in recent months, we have also responded to the pandemic by creating the Covid-19 Publications by GWU Authors collection to highlight the accomplishments of GWU researchers. Have something to add? Email us at hsrc@gwu.edu.

With the shrinking of academic budgets across the board, many institutions will be forced to cut access to scholarly content. Help to ensure that your research is still seen by working with our Scholarly Communications group to archive an open access version of your publication! Questions about copyright? Email Sara Hoover, Metadata and Scholarly Communications Librarian at shoover@gwu.edu. Want to archive a citation for your work that can link to full-text? Simply email the citation to hsrc@gwu.edu. The Himmelfarb Library is looking forward to helping you highlight your scholarly accomplishments.